2OO	GREAT TRADE ROUTE
occasionally honoured me by asking me to write for it, and
I thought I might have a little weight with its readers.
I said—not5 of course, with very considered words such
as I am now trying to achieve—that in happier countries,
under more clement skies and on soils more fertile, in small
communities of Small Producers, you had leisure to think
and, still more, to observe the lives of your neighbours.
But what was the life of a commuter near one or other of
our great cities? A great part of the day was taken up with
getting to your place of business and the return. The rest
was filled with work for which you had no vocation and as
to which you had neither skill nor pride nor hope of
benefit.
Even in her Mediterranean South, below the greater
Mason and Dixon line that runs round the earth to indicate
where life was liveable . . . even there you had the
necessity to introduce into your lives some sort of artificial
emotions fortes. You obtained them from the Arts; from feasts
of the Church, from abstract thought, from attendance on,
or taking part in, mises a mort, village bull-fighting, contests
of song, visits to battlefields . . . from a whole succession
of local saturnalia. The necessity for strong emotions was
no less for us unfortunate Nordics under the yoke of indus-
trialism. We lived in lamentable climates, in enormous
agglomerations where we were gradually ground into
standardization; we had no saturnalia but private boozings;
we had no opportunities for abstract thought. We inhabited
enormous agglomerations where we were perforce without
any opportunity for health-giving activities and where per-
force the food was non-nutritious. So the yearning for
vicarious knowledge of how happy people or tragic figures
live became overwhelming.
And Madame Close must remember that the attention of
the world—the whole world—had for weeks and months
been centred on the immobile figure in the Flemington
chair. A man must be either more or less than a man if he
could turn his thoughts from the fortunes of that prototype
of all humanity. We had no bull-fights; but that was a
mise a mart . . . a doing to death of a bull at the hands

